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In the music business when we refer to 
“publishing” we are referring to the 

management and exploitation of the song 
copyrights.

Record labels manage and exploit sound 
recordings of 	


songs.  



Great Variety	

How Songs are written	


How ownership is shared	

!

PROS	

Paul Williams	


Hal David/Burt Bacharach 
“Tire Biters”	

The Matrix	

Co-writers



Amateurs and Semi Professionals	

!

Singer Songwriters	

Performers/Songwriters 	


Bands	


Bands may split  music in many ways



The ownership of a song can be divided between	

many writers and publishers

30%	

30%	

40%	

!

50%*	

50%

*biscuits and gravy is my publishing company- in other words i’m getting 90% out 
of 200% 



Northern California Girls

Example

Songwriters  Lowery, Lisher, Krummenacher, Segel.  All BMI.

Publisher  Camper Van Beethoven Music Company

A note on conventions about songwriting splits.  Camper Van Beethoven adheres to the Nashville 
convention which is even split between everyone in the songwriting session.	


!
Los Angeles and New York sometimes use a complicated “word count” schemes. 	


And older conventions assigned 50% to words and 50% to music.	

!

Most young bands informally or chaotically assign the songwriting splits.	


(Arrangement is not songwriting)



Nashville splits	

!

LA/NY Splits and Word Counts, Measure Counts

Traditional/Old School	

50% words	

50% music	


Elton John/Bernie Taupin



What is the difference between a song and the recording of 
the song?

what is a copyright?

what is a publishing company?

why is there 200% of a song?

what are BMI ASCAP SESAC

What are Compulsory rights



A copyright is a limited duration monopoly.	

The purpose as stated in the US Constitution is to 

promote the progress of science and useful arts giving 
creators exclusive rights to their works for a while.

Copyright is a constitutional protected individual right	

An individual’s right to copyright protection is protected by  	


three major international human rights treaties



Copyright is purposely weak	

Copyright does not protect “ideas”.	


It protects expression. 	

The specific expression of an idea.	


but not the idea itself.

Example 	

does not protect the idea of grunge.	


Everyone get’s to use that.	

But protects Nirvana’s specific expressions of 	


that grunge idea.



Copyright law allows Pandora and Spotify to play songs	

without asking permission of every songwriter	


Copyright also protects the rights of 	

the public.

Another example is the right to “cover” a song 	

once it’s been made public by the author.

These are examples of what is called 	

“Compulsory Licensing”



As author or creator	

your exclusive rights

Reproduce your work	

Distribute copies of your work	


Perform the work publicly	

Make a derivative work	


Display the work publicly	




Something is copyrightable if it is original and “of sufficient 
materiality to constitute a work”.

examples	

!

a simple beat is not copyrightable	

!

but close encounters 5 note melody is



Under US law as soon as you make a 
“tangible” copy you have a copyright.

Sheet Music or any kind of music tab

Recording onto any medium analog or digital

Registering a copyright is a different matter.	

you register copyright with us copyright office.

You don’t have to register copyrights	

but if you do you have extra rights to sue 	


those who infringe your copyrights.


